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Where does fantasy fit?



“History with a Twist”: Kay's Genre



Theory of Fantasy and the 

Historical Novel
Fantasy Novel Historical Novel

Fantasy Mimesis

Eucatastrophe Catastrophe

Exposes Story Conceals Story

Improbability Probability

Impossibility Possibility

Imagination Imagination/Science

Escape from Reality Escape from the Present

Restores Perspective on 

Reality

Restores Perspective on the 

Past



How Does Historical Fantasy Fit?



 Clute's Structure: 

Wrongness 

Thinning

Recognition   

Healing

 J. R. R. Tolkien V. 

Bertrand Russel

 Alistair Fowler: Kinds 

and Modes

Catastrophe and Eucatastrophe



Historical Fantasy Hybrid



Modal Historical Fantasy



Tigana



Tigana

Wrongness: Tigana's name

Thinning: Baerd Night Walkers

Recognition: Baerd's Name

Healing: Reversal of History

and thus Improbable

Portal Quest Fantasy Rhetoric 

Modal historical fantasy



Key Quotes
Wrongness:

“He broke us and he ravaged us. He killed a generation, and then he 

stripped away our name.

And those last words were not whispered or rasped into the autumn dark of 

Astibar. They were hurled forth as a denunciation, an indictment, to the 

trees and the night and stars—the stars that had watched this thing come to 

pass.”

Thinning:

“Elena didn't know how many more Walkers were yet to join them here, or 

later, at the meeting-place; she did know that there would be too few. 

There hadn't been enough last year, or the year before that, and they had 

lost those battles very badly. The Ember Night wars were killing the 

Walkers faster than young ones like Elena herself were growing up to 

replace them. Which is why they were losing each spring, why they would 

almost certainly lose tonight.”



Tigana

Wrongness: Tigana's name

Thinning: Baerd Night Walkers

Recognition: Baerd's Name

Healing: Reversal of History

and thus Improbable

Portal Quest Fantasy Rhetoric 

Modal historical fantasy



Key Quotes
Recognition:

“'Be gone! [...] I have said I know you and I do. You 

are the spirit of the violators here. The presence of 

Ygrath in this peninsula, and of Barbadior. Both of 

them! You are tyranny in a land that has been 

free. You are the blight and the ruin in these 

fields. You have used your magic in the west to 

shape desecration, to obliterate a name. Yours is a 

power of darkness and shadow under this moon, 

but I know you and can name you, and so all your 

shadows are gone!' ”

Healing:

“Even as she watched she saw that the flowers were spreading in all 

directions from where she had passed. Tears sprang to her eyes and spilled 

over, gliding unheeded down her cheeks, making her vision blur. She had 

seen enough though, she understood. This was the Earth's response to 

what they had done tonight. Those delicate white flowers coming to life 

under the stars were the most beautiful things she had seen in all her days.”



Tigana

Wrongness: Tigana's name

Thinning: Baerd Night Walkers

Recognition: Baerd's Name

Healing: Reversal of History

and thus Improbable

Portal Quest Fantasy Rhetoric 

Modal historical fantasy



Under Heaven



Under Heaven
 Wrongness: An Li

 Thinning: catastrophe, the 

waning of an Empire. Ghosts.

 Recognition: of uncertainty, 

(supposed) lack of an underlying 

Story

 Healing: “I am powerless to 

amend a broken world”

 Ironic narrator who challenges 

storytelling, historicism.

 Self-Reflexive Narrator, 

reflecting challenges of historical 

fantasy



Key Quotes
Wrongness: 

“To speak out, as Roshan does this evening, 

just as Wen Jian's dance begins, is a violent 

breach of protocol. [...] He is uncouth and 

illiterate—proudly declares it himself [...]”

“An Li was, from this close, even more 

awesomely vast. A size that seemed mythic, a 

figure of legend.”

Thinning:

“It was deeply disturbing to see the 

emperor walking. He was carried, always. 

His feet seldom touched the ground—not in 

the palace, and certainly not here in the dust 

of an inn yard. Tai looked around, and saw 

that he wasn't the only one unsettles at the 

sight. Wei Song was biting her lip.”



Under Heaven
 Wrongness: An Li

 Thinning: catastrophe, the 

waning of an Empire. Ghosts.

 Recognition: of uncertainty, 

(supposed) lack of an underlying 

Story

 Healing: “I am powerless to 

amend a broken world”

 Ironic narrator who challenges 

storytelling, historicism.

 Narrator reflects challenges of 

historical fantasy



Recognition:

“ 'I could have killed him. In the carriage. He is not young. He 

is in great pain, all the time. I had my knife. Do you understand? 

I was there, and I listened to him speak and I thought: this is 

what I must do! For the empire. For all of us.' ”

Healing:

“Full moon is falling through the sky.

Cranes fly through clouds.

Wolves howl. I cannot find rest

Because I am powerless

To amend a broken world.”

Key Quotes



Under Heaven
 Wrongness: An Li

 Thinning: catastrophe, the 

waning of an Empire. Ghosts.

 Recognition: of uncertainty, 

(supposed) lack of an underlying 

Story

 Healing: “I am powerless to 

amend a broken world”

 Ironic narrator who challenges 

storytelling, historicism.

 Narrator reflects challenges of 

historical fantasy



Key Quotes

Philosophers have noted this and mused upon 

it. Those advising princes, emperors, kings 

have sometimes proposed that this desire, 

this need, by used, exploited, shaped. That a 

narrative, a story, the story of a time, war, a 

dynasty be devised to steer the understanding 

of a people to where the prince desires it to go.

Without pattern, absent that sense of order, a 

feeling of randomness, of being lost in a world 

without purpose or direction can undermine 

even the strongest man or woman.

[...]

Who will dare say with certainty which single 

gem is to be held up to whatever light there is 

for us, in our journeying, and proclaimed as 

true?”

“It is a truth about the nature of human beings that we seek—even 
demand—order and pattern in our lives, in the flow and flux of 
history and our own times.



I'm concerned about my legacy—kill the historians.”



“Conjunctions of this sort—events occuring at the same time, far apart—are seldom 

perceived by those living (or dying) through the moments and days involved. Only the patient 

historian with access to records is likely to discover such links. [...]

The conjunctions found do not always mean anything. [...]

The prevailing view of scholars was that only if it could be shown that events emerged 

from the same impulses, or if a significant figure came to know what happened elsewhere, 

and when, did it become important to record such links in the record of the past.

There were some who thought otherwise. Theirs was a view that held the past to be a scroll

wherein the wise, unrolling it, could read how time and fate and the gods showed intricate 

patterns unfolding, and patterns could repeat.

Still, it is likely that even those of this opinion would have 
agreed that Shen Tai—that son of General Shen Gao, returning 
home—was not important enough in those early days of the 
An Li Rebellion for his movements to be part of any pattern that 
signified.

Only a tale-spinner, not a true scholar—someone shaping a 
story for a palace or marketplace—would note these 
conjunctions and judge them worth the telling, and storytellers 
were not important, either. On this, the historian-mandarins 
would agree.

Shen Tai hadn't even passed the examinations at that 
point! He had no formal status, in fact, though any fair-minded 
chronicler had to give him credit for courage at Kuala Nor and 
the role his Sardian horses eventually played.”



Conclusion: Fantasies of History

Where does historical fantasy fit?
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